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Mikoto Elevators, an ISO 9001 - 2015 company continues to grow rapidly in the 
industry and we embrace every opportunity which fuels our continuosly growing 
portfolio. We are proud to have several key personnel including senior management 
o�cials and technical experts who have previously been associated with various 
major players in the elevator industry.

Our state of the art elevator products o�er superb performance, reliability as well as 
asthetics and sophistication. We have a large range of specialised elevators to choose 
from, including elevators designed for Hospitals, Shopping Complexes, High Rise 
Buildings, Residential Houses as well as Vehicle Elevators and more.

O�ering complete �exibility we can modify our products and design to meet our 
clients’ needs and speci�cations from our wide range of products. Whether it’s 
maintenance, modernisation or new installation you can depend on Mikoto to 
deliver quality services that will exceed expectations. We are also very passionate 
about maintaining and extending the life cycle of our customer’s valuable assets.A
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Mikoto Elevators proudly presents an exclusive range of 
strongest and safest lifts in the passenger segment. 
Available with low headroom structure you will �nd 
pre-assembled passenger lifts ready for swift and 
inexpensive installation. From technical speci�cation to 
installation, customer interaction and satisfaction are 
made sure. One of the major highlights of our passenger 
elevators is it’s energy e�ciency while o�ering a fast and 
elegant product making sure that each ride is enjoyable as 
possible.

Mikoto Service and Goods lifts are manufactured for combined 
passenger and goods use and bridge the gap between 
commercial passenger lifts and �xed platform hoists. Within our 
goods lifts collection, you will �nd space saving installation 
options, self supporting galvanised steel structures and many 
more design features to make your transportation tasks less 
challenging and more secure.

PRODUCTS

SERVICE AND GOODS ELEVATOR

PASSENGER ELEVATOR

MRL

MR



We know that buying a home lift is often a ‘once in a 
lifetime purchase’, so choosing the right product is 
essential. Each Mikoto luxury elevator o�ers a low 
energy model with noiseless operating system and is 
available in a wide variety of high quality wood and 
metal �nishes. Either you are looking for a discreet, 
minimal lift to assist you in your movement around 
the house or want us to provide a complicated glass 
lift solution, we have got the perfect solutions to suit 
your home elevator requirements.

HOME ELEVATOR 

Automobile elevators are designed for moving cars in 
showrooms, garages, �ats, malls, homes and more. 
Installation of automobile elevators is a wise 
investment allowing signi�cant space savings and 
design �exibility for Building Planners and Architects. 
Mikoto car elevators provide compact, easy to use 
basement or rooftop parking solutions at a fraction of 
a cost. Automobile elevators have lower average 
speeds, heavy load bearing capacity and are 
engineered for strainful day to day usage in a long run.

AUTOMOBILE ELEVATOR

Any commercial space can be busy with people 
moving up and down the �oors all day, 
sometimes carrying heavy or bulky objects. 
Engineered for safety and luxury, Mikoto 
commercial elevators are built to carry heavy 
loads and have a bigger cab size. Besides adding 
style to a commercial set up our customised 
commercial elevators utilise only lesser space 
with trouble free installation matched with little 
maintenance. This is one investment that will 
keep providing you dividends for decades.

COMMERCIAL ELEVATOR



Mikoto Elevators introduces an innovative method of 
safe and reliable vertical transportation in industrial 
plants and construction sites. Ideal for vertically 
transporting both materials and personnel in elevated 
work sites, our secure and reliable construction hoists 
eliminate the need for separate personnel and materials 
elevators. We o�er single and dual cab construction 
elevators. We manufacture several types of hoists 
including personnel and material hoists. Mikoto 
elevators provides temporary construction hoists and 
elevators that allow general contractors to increase 
productivity and improve safety on the job site.

INDUSTRIAL ELEVATOR
Throughout the day hundreds of patients, visitors, 
doctors, nurses and sta� move between the �oors from 
emergencies and surgeries to bedside care. Hospital 
elevator has to meet speci�c hygiene requirements and 
should provide access for people with di�erent needs 
including wheelchairs.

Mikoto Elevators and Platform lifts meet the special 
needs of all types of hospitals and healthcare facilities. 
The depth of the cab of a hospital lift is su�cient to 
transport stretcher or hospital bed with attendant physi-
cian or health o�cer. The lift might have single or double 
entrances.

HOSPITAL BED ELEVATOR

Mikoto observation elevator is an ideal MRL traction 
solutions for Malls, Hotels, premium Apartments etc. 
Available in a wide range of design options and �nishes. 
Mikoto observation elevator can be customised to 
re�ect the unique style and ambiance of your buildings.

OBSERVATION ELEVATOR 



Escalators, travelators and moving walkways are used to raise or 
move people or goods from one location to another within a 
building or a multi-story buildings. Escalators are conveying 
devices that are used to move people vertically on individual, 
linked stairways. In installing escalators in a building, many 
things must be taken into consideration. The most important 
factors are the height to be climbed and the distance available to 
run the unit; since they determine the pitch and length of the 
escalator. Other design factors include.

ESCALATORS AND
MOVING WALKERS.

MODERNISATION

Provide a better lift experience that delights instead 
of frustrates. Eliminate DC Generator noise for 
smooth and quiet rides and convert a tired old 
building to have a new modern feel.

Mikoto Elevators works with Non-Proprietary Design, 
microprocessor based elevator controls, isolation 
transformers, geared and gearless hoisting machines, 
digital drives,  door operating motor, updated door 
equipment, new elevator car aesthetics, safety 
requirements, new landing and car �xtures, new LED 
lighting and disabled requirements.

Whether four �oors or forty �oors, No matter who the 
original manufacturer was, we have a wide range of 
capabilities to help you bring older, ine�cient 
systems up to today’s elevator standards. We’re in 
business to help you save money and energy, 
improve service, boost tenant satisfaction and ensure 
tenant safety.

A NEW STANDARD IN
ELEVATOR MODERNISATION

UPGRADE AND REMODEL
YOUR EXISTING ELEVATOR

ELEVATOR  FLOORING ELEVATOR COP & LOP ELEVATOR  DISPLAY
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safety gear

hoistway
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governor tension pulley



Why wait for a problem to occur with your elevator? Get proactive and Contact 
us today to �nd the perfect maintenance package to suite your requirements. 
Mikoto elevators AMC package protects your life  and extends the life of your 
existing equipment. Regular maintenance by Mikoto Elevators includes 
standard procedures such as lubricating all rotating equipment’s and other 
moving parts, as well as thorough checks and adjustments to every aspect of 
the equipment during each de�ned maintenance cycle. Your Mikoto Elevator 
maintenance technician will also clean, adjust and replace worn parts, inspect, 
test and �ne tune ride quality and smooth door operation keep relevant records 
and store vital information  for future scheduling, communicate works carried 
out, provide detailed reports and discuss the elevator performance with people 
who use the elevators.

Our in-house technical department is able to service all types of original 
equipment manufacturers and major players of the elevator industry. Our 
exclusive Proactive Maintenance program provides the most comprehensive 
care available for elevator equipment of all types, no matter its age, condition, or 
manufacturer.

Mikoto Elevators comprehensive maintenance program includes 2 levels of 
maintenance packages which are designed to meet the usage and budgetary 
needs of every building owner.

A customisable maintenance plan 
designed to suit the periodical 
check and defects  recti�cation of 
your elevators at your discretion, the 
plan can include extra service calls, 
repairs and testing, in addition to 
your regularly scheduled 
maintenance visits.

The complete elevator maintenance 
solution. The diamond package 
includes everything required to 
keep equipment running smoothly, 
safely, e�ciently and “worry-free”. In 
addition to regularly scheduled 
maintenance visits, parts, labour, 
service calls, and testing are all 
included in this all-inclusive 
package. This package can also be 
taken for additional two to three 
years together to have a better 
relation with us and be hassle free.

GOLD PLAN 

DIAMOND PLAN 

UNBEATABLE ELEVATOR
MAITENANCE

MINIMISE SERVICE
INTERRUPTIONS

TECHNICAL SUPPORT &
EXPERTISE

We believe in charging reasonable 
prices for regular elevator 
maintenance, out of contract scope  
and odd hours’ callouts. Our pricing 
is competitive and below the 
industry benchmark.

During each visit, mikoto Elevators 
inspects and tests critical 
components in order to determine 
any potential equipment failures. In 
anticipation of a component failure, 
we can source parts and schedule a 
repair in advance of a sudden 
shutdown to signi�cantly reduce 
service interruption.

Our dedicated team are equipped 
with modern technical diagnostic 
tools and advanced experience to 
ensure your elevators performance 
and service reliability. Our technical 
team and customers are supported 
by our National 24/7 call centre with 
direct access to enhanced services, 
spare parts and cloud based 
customer and supplier information.

SERVICES

ELEVATOR HADRAILS ELEVATOR CEILINGELEVATOR FAN



Hevaenly Plaza,  No: N-7, 7th Floor
Civil line road, Vazhakkala, Kakkanad 682021
Ernakulam, Kerala

8921221050, 8547493178

info@mikotoelevators.com,
sales@mikotoelevators.com

MIKOTO Elevators LLP

www.mikotoelevators.com


